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DHS insider update: "It has begun"

Our current financial situation was not bred out of incompetence, but by design. 

Please provide your input at Canada Free Press (Click here - opens in new window)

By Douglas J. Hagmann

18 March 2013: Much like my high-level source within the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security outlined in a series of interviews beginning last year, the orchestrated collapse of the
U.S. dollar and the entire world's economic system has begun. The first shots in a global
economic take-over were fired in Cyprus as my esteemed colleague and founding editor of
Canada Free Press, Judi McLeod laid out in frank detail in her column yesterday. Please read it
and heed her advice, or suffer the consequences of your own normalcy bias that such an event
will not happen in the United States, Canada, or from wherever you might be reading this. It will,
and the plan appears to be on schedule for a shot across the bow later this spring here in the
West, with a more aggressive take-over starting sometime this fall, according to my source.

The Plan

To those needing a quick refresher, the plan is quite simple and can be summarized by the
Clinton-era quip attributed to political strategist James Carville, "the economy, stupid" and the
June 9, 2010 statement by former Obama czar Van Jones, Socialist extraordinaire, "top down,
bottom up, inside out." It is a plan for a one world Communist economy where the "middle class"
will be wiped out through a series of events that will have the same ultimate effect as we are
seeing in present day Cyprus.

Based on the events in Cyprus, it should be quite clear to even the most vocal critic of the
legitimacy of the information provided to me by my source within the DHS as published on this
web site is no longer at issue. The U.S. dollar, the backbone of world currencies and the
proverbial firewall preventing the erosion of our national sovereignty, is the ultimate target of a
takedown by the global banking interests controlled by a handful of banks and families of the
"royal elite."

The plan for a global currency or a one world economic order is a matter that transcends
political parties. Those who continue to argue in the Republican-Democrat meme are doing
nothing more than providing entertainment to distract people from the real issue, that of the
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global elite versus the rest of us. The top of the pyramid in this Ponzi scheme is filled with
members of both U.S. political parties who are systematically pillaging us and our future
generations into financial debt, bondage and slavery. It is a plan that has been in the works for
centuries. The problem, however, is that we have been conditioned not to think that big. Yet,
the lie is that big.

The parties                                     

Our current financial situation was not bred out of incompetence, but by design. The occupancy
of Barack Hussein Obama as the putative President of the United States was a plan in the
making long ago, to usher in this oppressive system where we will be left at the mercy of the
global ruling class. It is not by accident that we have been prevented from knowing exactly who
this man is, from the controversy of his birth records to his college transcripts and even his
social security number. Contrary to what the state-controlled media wants you to believe, these
questions have never been answered with any measure of authenticity.

For example, does anyone honestly believe that it is merely a coincidence that Obama's alleged
mother, Stanley Ann Dunham-Soetoro, just happened to work with Timothy Geithner's father,
Peter Geithner, at the Ford Foundation in Indonesia? Is it reasonable to believe that the
Republican party had no knowledge of the background of Barack Hussein Obama? Yet not one
word from the Republican establishment as they not only watched, but facilitated the takeover of
the United States from within. As I've written before, our nation is a captured operation.

The plan was set into motion long ago, stemming back to the founding of the United States and
the temporary resistance to the central banking system. In 1913, the creation of the Federal
Reserve set the countdown clock in motion for the complete subjugation of the United States to
the interests of the global bankers and the global elite. The secret supra-governmental cabals
such as the Council on Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Commission worked behind the
scenes, under the cover provided by the complicit media, to bring us to this point in history.
Perpetual wars were induced to occupy the masses while the chess pieces were placed into
their current positions. We are now about to pay the price for our inability or unwillingness to
confront the establishment and incremental advancements leading to our own demise.

DHS source: Everything is not "coming up roses"

According to the most recent information provided to me from my source within the Department
of Homeland Security known as "Rosebud," the final preparations are being made to deploy
heavily armed federalized forces onto the streets of America. They will be deployed under the
pretext of "restoring and maintaining order from the chaos brought about by the economic
collapse," adding that "many will demand and embrace their deployment on the streets of
America. They will get what they ask for, and more."

Much like the security theater we have seen following the attacks of 9/11, we will be subjected
to the jack-booted control of a federal army whose allegiance is not to the American people, but
to the very architects of the chaos.
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"This is the reason that drones are flying over U.S. cities and farmland, and gun control
legislation is on the fast track for complete implementation," stated this source. "How can people
look at the situation in Cyprus and not think it won't happen here? It will, and the blowback will
be unlike this country has ever seen. Surveillance, disarming the public, and conditioning the
people to believe it's for their own safety is and has been  part of the plan all along. Anyone
owing a gun will be demonized and described as contributing to the problem."

"What happens when the middle class loses much of their wealth, or it is confiscated, by the
stroke of a pen or a keyboard? What will the stores look like when people, unprepared due to
the damn lies of the corporate media and the shills for the ruling elite, run to empty out
everything they can get their hands on as the world, as they know it, collapses around them?"

It was during my most recent contact with my source yesterday that he admitted that the
situation will be blamed not on the bankers and the elected leaders who are raping us of our
wealth and buying power, but on "right-wing, gun-toting Conservative 'militia' groups who
believe that the situation is orchestrated."  And, of course, it is orchestrated.

"There is no Republican-Democrat argument to be made anymore. It's all political theater to
keep the majority of the masses occupied while the true enemy has already captured both
parties," he added. "They are all in on it, either knowingly or unwittingly, the takeover, that is.
And it's getting harder to believe that there are any who are unwitting accomplices at this point."

"When the curtain is pulled back to reveal the true agenda of a single digital world currency, the
people who have been yelling the loudest about such 'conspiracy theories' will be specifically
singled out and demonized. They will be blamed for causing the panic we will see, and of
course, dealt with by the army we asked for, accepted and even tolerated."

Anyone who still believes that the information provided by this insider is "doom porn" or some
self-created fantasy need to look at the events taking place in Cyprus. It's coming to America. It
has already begun.
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